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 6. Determination of Height and Distance: Theodolite 
 
What is Theodolite? 
A Theodolite is a measuring instrument used to measure the horizontal and vertical angles 
are determined with great precision. Theodolite is more precise than magnetic compass. 
Magnetic compass measures the angle up to as accuracy of 30’. Anyhow a vernier 
theodolite measures the angles up to and accuracy of 10’’, 20”. It is of either transit or non-
transit type.  In Transit theodolites the telescope can rotate in a complete circle in the 
vertical plane while Non-transit theodolites are those in which the telescope can rotate only 
in a semicircle in the vertical plane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Types of Theodolite A   Transit Theodolite  Non transit Theodolite 
B  Vernier Theodolite  Micrometer Theodolite 
A 

I. Transit Theodolite: a theodolite is called transit theodolite when its telescope can 
be transited i.e. revolved through a complete revolution about its horizontal axis in 
the vertical plane. 

II. Non transit Theodolite: the telescope cannot be transited. They are inferior in 
utility and have now become obsolete.  
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B 
I. Vernier Theodolite: 

theodolite is called a vernier
II. Whereas, if a micrometer

as a Micrometer Theodolite.
       
Vernier type theodolites are commonly
 
Uses of Theodolite 
Theodolite uses for many purposes, but mainly it is used for measuring angles, scaling 
points of constructional works. 
escalating edges theodolites are used. Depending on the job nature and the accuracy 
required, theodolite produces more curved of readings, using paradoxical faces and swings 
or different positions for perfect measuring survey.
Followings are the major uses of theodolite:

 Measurement of the Horizontal and vertical angle Measurement of the-magnetic bearing of lines Locating points on the line Prolonging the survey lines Finding difference of level Setting out grades  Ranging curves  Tachometric survey 
 
 Axis of Theodolite 
V – Vertical axis 
S – Sight axis, collimation axis
H – Horizontal axis (telescope rotary axis)
L – Level axis (the alidade axis)
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 For reading the graduated circle if verniers
vernier theodolit. 

micrometer is provided to read the graduated circle
Theodolite. 

commonly used. 

Theodolite uses for many purposes, but mainly it is used for measuring angles, scaling 
points of constructional works. For example, to determine highway points, huge buildings’ 
escalating edges theodolites are used. Depending on the job nature and the accuracy 
required, theodolite produces more curved of readings, using paradoxical faces and swings 

or perfect measuring survey. 
Followings are the major uses of theodolite:  

Measurement of the Horizontal and vertical angle 
magnetic bearing of lines 

Locating points on the line 
Prolonging the survey lines 
Finding difference of level 

Sight axis, collimation axis 
Horizontal axis (telescope rotary axis) 
Level axis (the alidade axis) 

verniers are used, the 
circle the same is called 

Theodolite uses for many purposes, but mainly it is used for measuring angles, scaling 
For example, to determine highway points, huge buildings’ 

escalating edges theodolites are used. Depending on the job nature and the accuracy 
required, theodolite produces more curved of readings, using paradoxical faces and swings 



Adjustment of the Instrument 
 Temporary Adjustment  Permanent Adjustment  

 
Temporary adjustment 
Temporary adjustments are a set of operations necessary in order to make a theodolite 
ready for taking observations at a station. These include its setting up, centering, 
leveling up and elimination of parallax, and are achieved in four steps: 
 Setting up: fixing the theodolite onto a tripod along with approximate levelling and 

centering over the station mark. 
 Centering: bringing the vertical axis of theodolite immediately over station mark 

using a centering plate also known as a tribrach. 
 Levelling: leveling of the base of the instrument to make the vertical axis vertical 

usually with an in-built bubble-level. 
 Focusing: removing parallax error by proper focusing of objective and eye-piece. 

The eye-piece only requires adjustment once at a station. The objective will be re-
focused for each subsequent sightings from this station because of the different 
distances to the target. 

 
Permanent adjustments: 

 Adjustment of Horizontal plate levels: The axis of the plate levels must be 
perpendicular to the vertical axis. 

 Collimation adjustment: The line of the collimation should coincide with the axis of 
the telescope and the axis of the objective slide and should be at right angles to the 
horizontal axis.  

 Horizontal axis adjustment: the horizontal axis must be perpendicular to the vertical 
axis. 

 Adjustment of telescope level or the altitude level plate levels: The axis of the 
telescope levels or the altitude level must be parallel to the line of collimation. 

 Vertical circle index adjustment: The vertical circle vernier must read zero when the 
line of collimation is horizontal. 
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 Observations with Theodolite 
                            
 Angle measurement procedure 
 
Horizontal angle 
These angle are used to determine the bearings and directions in control surveys, 
for locating detail when mapping and for setting out all types of structure. 
Vertical angle 
These angles are used to determine the heights of points and to calculate slope corrections. 
 
  



Vertical Angle Measurement 
 
 

             
 
 
 



Distance Measurement by Theodolite 
 To measure ground distance more accurately theodolite is used. Two common methods 
are  Stadia Method  One Degree Method  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Determination of Height and Distance of an Object 
1. Level ground and Base Accessible 
2. Sloping Ground and Base Accessible 
3. Level Ground and Base Inaccessible (Same Instrument height) 
4. Level Ground and Base inaccessible (Different Instrument height)  

                             
 



 
 
 



  



 
 
 
 
 



Sources of errors in theodolite 
The common sources of errors in a theodolite traversing are instrumental, observational 
and natural. 
Instrumental errors: 

o Due to imperfect adjustment of the plate levels. 
o Collimation error           The collimation line not being perpendicular to the horizontal axis,  
o Horizontal axis error          The horizontal axis not being perpendicular to the vertical axis. 
o Non parallelism of the axis of the telescope and the collimation line 
o Eccentricity of centres (inner and outer axis) 

Observation Error: 
o Inaccurate cantering. 
o Imperfect levelling 
o Wrong manipulation of the tangent screw. 
o Wrong setting of the vernier parallax. 
o Mistake in reading and recording the values in proper columns of the field book. 

Etc. 
 
 Field or on site errors: ground and weather conditions 

o Setting the instrument up on soft ground must be avoided. 
o The instrument must be shade when working in hot sunshine. 
o If refraction is a problem reading must not be taken 
o Instrument must be left to adjust to atmospheric conditions 
o Observations and setting out angles must not be taken in windy conditions. 
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